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Abstract:
My concept is called Plantern. It is a lightweight portable planter made for people living in the
Kutupalong refugee camp in Bangladesh. Many women and children in the camp suffer from
malnutrition due to lack of food in the camp. This is partly due to the large influx of people daily, and
insufficient resources to accommodate them. The aim was to make something simple that could open
a gateway to more nutritional and flavourful food. To create a way for camp residents to take some
control over their food production and the flavour of the rations they get. The product is made from
paper, beeswax, dried compressed soil and seeds. It comes in multiple sizes depending on the plant it
will grow. The plants come in a wide range, they are all dictated by different purposes. The main three
purposes I choose to focus on were herbs and spices for cooking, medical plants and plants with
natural pest deterrents. They include plants such as garlic, chili, chrysanthemum and many more
tropical and temperate plant seeds. I envision my product being used to promote small scale
horticultural practice in the camps. To give the residents the opportunity to grow plants they will enjoy,
as well as the stress reducing activity of gardening. I also hope to see it as an educational tool for
children. To show them the value of agriculture and to add colour to their lives.

Program Theme: Please select the program theme under which your project / concept is being submitted by
placing an “X” in the appropriate column. (Note: You may select more than one thematic area)
1. Climate Resilient Infrastructure
2. Self Supply Water and Sanitation
3. Community Participatory Health
4. On and Off (Micro) Grid Energy Systems
5. Food Security
6. Applying Big Data in the Community

X
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Please select the Sustainable Development Goal (s) relevant to your project concept by
placing an “X” in the appropriate boxes. (Note: You may select more than one)

x

x
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In the following sections 1-4 you are asked to provide a concise description of your concept and how it would work
in practice (Maximum 5 pages). You can insert tables, graphs, photos, drawings to illustrate your concept as
appropriate.
1. Objective (What you are planning to do):
a) Describe your overall idea / concept and approach.
The overall idea behind Plantern is one of accessibility to food and self sustenance. To create a more
hospitable existence for the people in the camp, and allow the joy of flavour and colour to be introduced
back into their food rations. I wanted the concept to be simple, open and cheap. I also wanted to work
with the environment, and be respectful to the Rohingya peoples plight.

How it works:
The origami box holds inside of it a compressed square pod of soil and seeds. The flat box
opens when the two top sides with arrows are pulled to form a box.The soil pod inside is high in
nutrients and expands to create a rich soil. The seeds are already embedded in the soil, making
the use of the product simple. All of the instructions for use are found printed on the outside of
the box. They consist of clear, concise imagery and also simple instructions in both burmese and
english.( see images below for reference)

(the box, compressed soil and seeds ( a mini product tear down))

( sample image of instructions printed on the box)
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b) Identify the alternative options considered during the design process and a justification for the selected
technology, approach and/or process.
I experimented with several different routes and ideas before coming up with Plantern. I played around
with the idea of document protection before landing on nutrition. The main issue I was facing was
packaging. Originally I was thinking of creating a seed distribution service, one that came with the
compressed soil pellets and seed. This service would allow the user to use any vessel they had to grow the
plants; eg. an old plastic water bottle, a plastic bag or even just a hole dug in the ground. This developed
into concepts that would include attempts at self watering systems however due to time constraints those
developments were stunted. The images below are a quick run through of my process. The first few
pictures are of the ideation and exploration stage.They were made after a period of research around the
general topic of forced migration. The images following them are more specifically related to growth and
domestic plant growth. I decided to go with Plantern as it was a simple idea that included packaging in its
design, which meant the parts needed to produce the product were multifunctional and easy to obtain.
Overall creating a more accessible product.
Brainstorming and Ideation

Focusing on Horticulture and Domestic Growing
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Packaging Exploration

2. Background (Why you are doing it): K
 ey questions to address in this section include the following:
●

What problem are you trying to solve?
Malnutrition and lack of activities within the camp. Also to give residents some control within their life at

camp.
●

Is the solution already available (product / service/ knowledge)?
I haven’t found anything very similar through my research. There are grow kits on the market however they
consist of multiple components and are often bigger and more expensive to produce. They would also
leave a larger carbon footprint then Plantern. However there are charities such as Action Contre La Faim
that try to help tackle the problem of malnutrition within refugee camps.

●

What makes your idea different?
My idea is different as it takes into account not only nutrition, but mental health, wellbeing and living
conditions too. I’ve researched a lot about plant benefits and how they can be used to combat different
things such as stress, illness and pests. Every aspect of Planter has been designed with accessibility and
the life span of the product in mind. It is a user centred product that not only wields you a crop but also
teaches children how to care for plants. It is an educational tool that is colorful and fun. Plantern is also
different as it offers a wide rage of sensory interaction. You have to interact physically with the the product
though touch. You get to watch and care for the plant as it grows. The plants will emit scents which will
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involve the olfactory sense and finally in some cases will be eaten and used to flavour food brining taste
into the mix.It is a diverse product that I think could help bring a juxtaposition of colour and flavour to the
tough conditions the migrants face..

3. Expected Results (who wants them and how will they use them)
●

What will be the expected results from your concept?
That they will offer an alternate form of nutrition or medicine to the migrants in Kutupalong. I expect the
herbs to help add flavour and nutrients to the food rations, and to be an option when the food rations run
out. I want the product to create choice for the Rhoingya people who have had so many choices and
decisions taken away from them I hope the masses of temporary dwellings will be scented with plants
such as coriander and lavender, and for those smells, even for a moment distract people from the reality
around them.

●

Who will use your product / service and how?
I have created this product specifically for the Kutupalong refugee camp in Bangladesh. The camp is
mainly populated by Rohingya women and children fleeing persecution in Myanmar. Many people are
affected by malnutrition in the camp, particularly young children and pregnant women. They are
vulnerable and living in hostile and cramped conditions, where diseases spread quickly and resources are
limited. I plan for women and children in the camp to use plantern, to help add seasoning and much
needed nutrition to food and to educate children about plants and horticulture. Ideally Plantern would be
a product that would be handed out to people, with possible workshops on its use. Where camp residents
would learn how to grow herbs and food in their houses. The plants can be kept in many different places
depending on personal preference, and due to their transportability can be easily moved meaning they
can be grown everywhere..

●

What further development will be needed before the service / knowledge is market ready ?
There would be further development needed with this product before it could be brought to market.
More research and sourcing has to be done in relation to the compressed soil pods. I would have to run
tests to see what types of soil would be best for the tropical/ temperate climate of Bangladesh as well as
doing more research into the development of education centres and the possibility of seed collection and
distributing. I would like to see classes on growing food as well as composting. They would allow this
product to turn into a self sufficient service for camp residents to use and become involved in.Testing
would have to be done on the product in high temperatures to see the durability of the beeswax as a
structure. The melting point of beeswax is 65 degrees celsius, however it can become tacky and malleable
at lower temperatures. Temperatures in Bangladesh can rise up to 40 degrees celsius. Further research
into more natural alternatives is needed. Planten has the ability to be produced locally, which would lower
the carbon footprint and minimise shipping and transportation. Plantern is also biodegradable, More
research could be done into the paper element to see if it can be fortified with nutrients so as it breaks
down it can aid the plant in its growth.
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4. Community Participation
●

Outline briefly how you would envisage the community could participate in the various stages of your
concept, from design through to final implementation.
I think my design can be successfully created and developed within the community in Kutupalong, in fact I
would really love to see its growth (no pun intended). The product could be produced in camps easily with
some simple tools. Beeswax/wax from plants would be needed, and heat to melt and bind it to the paper.
Paper could be recycled and used to create the origami box. Workshops could be created to assemble
and make the components of the product and to educate the residents. As I have previously mentioned, I
could see this product transforming into a service within the camps. It could create work and teach the
residents new skills such as seed collecting, distribution logistics and also service design. There is also
potential for this product to help build a community among the camp residents, to allow people to share
knowledge and seeds with one another and to continue the growth of greenery and agriculture in the
camp.

You are welcome to bring along additional supporting material produced over the course of the design initiative
(photos, videos, scale models, laboratory testing etc.). Supporting material should be carefully selected by
students and should only be included if it enhances the reviewer’s ability to understand your concept.
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